Abstract
Introduction
Among the many methods to achieve fault tolerance, checkpointing is one of the most wellestablished [1, 2, 3] . With this method, checkpoints of applications are written to stable storage during interval time; later on, if and when a system failure occurs, the checkpoint images are retrieved to restart the affected processes, which prevents complete loss of computation work.
There are two fundamental approaches for checkpointing and recovery. One is the asynchronous approach, and the other one is the synchronous approach [4, 5, 6] . In the asynchronous approach, processes take their checkpoints independently. So, taking checkpoints is very simple as there is no coordination needed among the processes while taking the checkpoints. After a failure occurs, a procedure for rollback recovery attempts to build a consistent global checkpoint. However, in this approach because of the absence of any coordination among the processes there may not exist a recent consistent global checkpoint which may cause a rollback of the computation. This is known as domino effect [6, 7, 8, 9] . In the worst case of the domino effect, after the system recovers from a failure all processes may have to rollback to their respective initial states to restart their computation again.
Synchronous checkpointing approach assumes that a single process other than the application processes invokes the checkpointing algorithm periodically to determine a consistent global checkpoint [9, 10] . This process is known as initiator process. It asks periodically all application processes to take checkpoints in a coordinated way. The coordination is done in a way so that the checkpoints taken by the application processes always form a consistent global checkpoint of the system. This coordination is actually achieved through the exchange of additional (control) messages [11, 12] . It causes some delay (known as synchronization delay) during normal operation. This is the main drawback of this method. However, the main advantage is that the set of the checkpoints taken periodically by the different processes always represents a consistent global checkpoint [12, 13, 14] . So, after the system recovers from a failure, each process knows where to rollback for restarting its computation again. In fact, the restarting state will always be the most recent consistent global checkpoint [15, 16] . Therefore, recovery is very simple. Hence, compared to the asynchronous approach, taking checkpoints is more complex while recovery is much simpler. Observe that synchronous approach is free from any domino effect. The above discussion is all about determining a recovery line such that there is no orphan message in the distributed system. In this work in addition to orphan messages, we also take care of any in-transit messages as well.
In this paper, we present a non-blocking coordinated checkpointing algorithm for distributed systems, which are differ from the conventional approach of taking first temporary checkpoints and then converting them to permanent ones by processes. The proposed checkpointing algorithm allows processes to take permanent checkpoints directly, without taking temporary checkpoints . The orphan messages are eliminated by sender processes and the in-transit messages are eliminated by checkpointing interval and retransmission mechanism. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we have stated the necessary definitions and notations in our algorithm. In Section 3, we have described the checkpointing algorithm along with its respective performances. In Sections 4, we have presented the performance of the algorithm. Section 5 draws the conclusions
Definitions and Notations
In this paper, we use P={P 1 ,P 2 ,…,P n } to represent the application program for distributed systems, where n denotes the number of processes in the system. The processes that trigger the algorithm are called initiator process, the others processes are called application process.
S(flag)：the send flag of process, Boolean, represents the status of messages after a process gaining a checkpoint. The value 1 represents the application messages has sent at least one message after its latest checkpoint; The value 0 represents there is no messages been sent since its latest checkpoint; the send flag S i (flag) represents whether sent messages by process P i (i=1,2,…,n) after it's the recent checkpoint .
C(N)：the checkpointing sequence number of process, integer, the value add 1 while the checkpointing algorithm has been executed once; C i (N) represents the checkpointing sequence number of process P i (i=1,2,…,n). S(N)：the sending message sequence number of process, integer, the only one sign of the been sent message by process, the value add 1 while the process has sent one message; S i (N) represents the message sequence number of process P i (i=1,2,…,n).
C i,x ：express the x th checkpoint of process P i (i=1,2,…,n) M(C)：the control message of process, used to coordinate the whole processes. msg：the application messages that have been sent by process; msg n express the application messages that have been sent by n th process. In this paper, control messages means that been used for coordination kinds of messages in process activity and application messages is to communication for achieving calculation.
The Checkpointing Algorithm

Algorithm Describe
In this paper, the checkpointing algorithm is a single phase algorithm because the initiator process interacts with the others processes only via the control message M(C). Also a process after its participation in the algorithm does not wait for the algorithm to terminate before resuming its normal operation. That is, it is a non-blocking algorithm.
Initiator process P k (k=1,…,n): {if S k (flag) = 1 /*P k has sent at least one message after its latest checkpoint */ takes a forced checkpoint; S k (flag) = 0; /*the send flag of process P k reset to 0 */ C k (N) = C k (N) +1; /*the checkpointing sequence number of process P k add 1*/ sends <M(C),C k (N)> to all processes; continues its normal computing; else C k (N) = C k (N) +1; sends <M(C),C k (N)> to all processes; 
Relevant Conclusions and Proof of Correctness
Below, we state some important conclusions in the proposed algorithm.
Theorem 1:
If at any given process P i (i=1,2,…,n), while the send flag S i (flag)＝0 at any time t, then none of the messages sent by P i remains an orphan at time t. Proof: According to the algorithm, if C i,x is the latest checkpoint of process P i . then time t lies in the scope of between C i,x-1 and C i,x ,or time t and checkpoint C i,x keep the same time ,or time t lies in the scope of between C i,x and C i,x+1 . See figure 1.
Discuss:1) While time t lies in the scope of between C i,x-1 and C i,x . S i (flag)＝0 means process P i has not sent any message after C i,x-1 . Therefore, messages can not be an orphan message;
2) While time t and checkpoint C i,x keep the same time. S i (flag)＝0 at C i,x means this checkpoint has been taken at time t. It means that any message sent by P i to any other process between C i,x-1 and C i,x must have been recorded by the sending process P i at the checkpoint C i,x . So messages can not be an orphan message;
3)While time t lies in the scope of between C i,x and C i,x+1 .S i (flag)＝0 at time t and P i has taken its latest checkpoint C i,x before time t. It means that process P i has not sent any message after its latest checkpoint C i,x till time t. Hence at time t, there does not exit any orphan message sent by P i after its latest checkpoint C i,x . Theorem 2:If the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> sent by process P k and received by process P i ,and the relation of checkpoint sequence number C k (N) of process P k and checkpoint sequence number C i (N) of process P i have
Then the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> sent by P k can never be an orphan message. Proof: When process P i received the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> and compare to the checkpoint sequence number C k (N) and C i (N),then find C k (N) (=x) > C i (N) (=x-1) .Process P i knows that the x th execution of the checkpointing algorithm has already begun and so very soon it will also receive the control message <M(C),C k (N)> from the initiator process associated with this execution. So instead of waiting for <M(C),C k (N)> to arrive, it decides if it needs to take a checkpoint and implements its decision according to the send flag S i (flag), and then processes the message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)>. This means that the receiving event of the message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)>is not recorded at the receiver. Therefore, message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)>. can never be an orphan message according to the definition of orphan messages.
Theorem 3:
If the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> sent by process P k and received by process P i ,and the relation of checkpoint sequence number C k (N) of process P k and checkpoint sequence number C i (N) of process P i have
Then the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> sent by P k can never be an orphan message. Proof: When process P i received the application message <msg n , C k (N),S n (N)> and compare to the checkpoint sequence number C k (N) and C i (N),then find C k (N) = C i (N) =x .Process P i knows that ,like process P k , the x th execution of the checkpointing algorithm has already implement. Therefore, process P i now processes directly the received message <msg n , C k (N),S n (N)>. It ensures that message <msg n , C k (N),S n (N)> can never be an orphan message, because both the sending and the receiving events of message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> have not been recoded yet by the sender P k and the receiver P i respectively.
Theorem 4:
Then the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> sent by P k can never be an orphan message. Proof: When process P i received the application message <msg n , C k (N) ,S n (N)> and compare to the checkpoint sequence number C k (N) and C i (N),then find C k (N) (=x) < C i (N) (=x-1).Process P i knows that the x th execution of the checkpointing algorithm has already implement. Therefore, process P i processes directly the received message <msg n , C k (N),S n (N)> and can not taken checkpoint. It ensures that message <msg n , C k (N),S n (N)> can never be an orphan message, because message msg n has not been recoded by the receiving process P i .
Proof of Correctness:
Each initiator process P k (k=1,2,…,n) in the 'if ' and 'else' blocks of its pseudo code, decides whether to take a checkpoint based on the value of its send flag S k (flag). If it has to take a checkpoint, it resets S k (flag) to 0. Therefore, in other words, each initiator process P k makes sure using the logic of Theorem 1 that none of the messages, if any, it has sent since its last checkpoint can be an orphan message. On the other hand, if enter the 'else' block, the send flag S k (flag) must be equal zero. Therefore, each initiator process P k makes sure using the logic of Theorem 1 that none of the messages, if any, it has sent since its lastest checkpoint can be an orphan message.. As for application process P i (i=1,2,…,n): （1）If application process P i received the control messages <M(C),C k (N)> from the initiator process P k ,then each application process P i in the 'if ' and 'else' blocks of its pseudo code, decides whether to take a checkpoint based on the value of its send flag S i (flag). If it has to take a checkpoint, it resets S i (flag) to 0. Therefore, in other words, each application process P i makes sure using the logic of Theorem 1 that none of the messages, if any, it has sent since its last checkpoint can be an orphan message. On the other hand, if enter the 'else' block, the send flag S i (flag) must be equal zero. Therefore, each application process P i makes sure using the logic of Theorem 1 that none of the messages, if any, it has sent since its last checkpoint can be an orphan message.
(2)If application process P i never received the control messages <M(C),C k (N)> from the initiator process P k but received the application message <msg n , C j (N) ,S n (N)> from other process P j (j=1,2,…,n), then enter into 'else if' block. ①It enter into 'if' block, if C i (N) < C j (N). P j makes sure using the logic of Theorem 2 that none of the messages, if any, it has sent since its lastest checkpoint can be an orphan message. Therefore, in other words, each application process P i received any application messages <msg n , C j (N) ,S n (N)> from process P j can not be an orphan before received control message <M(C),C k (N)> according to Theorem 2. ②It enter into 'else' block, if C i (N) < C j (N) don't true. P j makes sure using the logic of Theorem 3 and 4 that none of the messages, if any, it has sent since its last checkpoint can be an orphan message.
（3）If the condition neither (1) nor (2),then algorithm enter into the last 'else' block. Process P i do the normal execute not gain checkpoint , of course is not orphan messages.
Since Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 guarantee that no sent or received messages by any process P k (P i ) since its previous checkpoint can be an orphan and since it is true for all participating processes, therefore, the algorithm guarantees that the latest checkpoints taken during the current execution of the algorithm and the previous checkpoints (if any) of those processes which did not need to take forced checkpoints during the current execution of the algorithm are globally consistent checkpoints.
Checkpointing Interval
We decided the value of the common checkpointing interval T need to considering many aspects, such as processes number, network band width and recovery algorithm. If the value is too small ,the system will to pay out much more overhead; on the contrary, if the value is too large, the system will to loss of much more computation work while a failure f occurs. Furthermore, we decided the value of the common checkpointing interval T should beneficial to the accomplish of recovery algorithm. In our algorithm, if T i,j （ij）represents the message passing time between any two processes of the system, while T max ={ T i,j ij } represents the maximum message passing time between any two processes of the system, then the value of the checkpointing interval T was decided the time just larger than the maximum message passing time T max ={ T i,j ij } between any two processes of the system. We now state the reason for considering the value of the common checkpointing interval T to be just larger than the maximum message passing time between any two processes of the system. It is known that to take care of the in-transit messages the existing idea is message logging. So naturally the question arises for how long a process will go on logging the messages it has sent before a failure (if at all) occurs. We have shown below that because of the above-mentioned value of the common checkpointing interval T, a process P i needs to save in its recent local checkpoint C i,x only all the messages it has sent in the recent checkpointing interval (C i,x-1 ,C i,x ) .In other words, we are able to use as little information related to the in-transit messages as possible for consistent operation after the system restarts. See figure 2. Consider the situation shown in Figure 2 . As before we will explain using a simple system of only two processes, and the observation is true for distributed system of any number of processes as well. Observe that because of our assumed value of T, the duration of the checkpointing interval, any message m sent by process P i during its checkpointing interval （C i,x-2 ，C i,x-1 ） always arrives before the recent checkpoint C j,x of process P j . Now assume the presence of a failure f as shown in the figure. Also assume that after recovery, the two processes restart from their recent checkpoints {C i,,x ，C j,,x }. Observe that any such message m does not need to be resent as it is processed by the receiving process P j before its recent checkpoint C j,x . So it is obvious that such a message m cannot be a in-transit message. Therefore, there is no need to log such messages by the sender P i at its recent checkpoint C i,,x . However, messages, such as m 1 and m 2 , sent by process P i in the interval （C i,x-1 ，C i,x ） may be become in-transit message. So in the event of a failure, f , in order to avoid any inconsistency in the computation after the system restarts from the recent checkpoints, we need to log only such sent messages at the recent checkpoint C i,x of the sender so that they can be resent after the processes restart.
Advantages of the proposed algorithm
The algorithm offers the following important advantages. In our work only those processes that have sent some messages after their latest checkpoints, take checkpoints during checkpointing; thereby reducing the number of forced checkpoints to be taken. The algorithm is a synchronous one. However it differs from the classical synchronous approach in the following sense; it is just a single phase one unlike the two-phase classical approach, it does not need any exchange of additional (control) messages to coordinate the processes except only the request message M(C), there is no synchronization delay. Another advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it is non-blocking which means that application processes are not suspended during checkpointing. This single phase nonblocking nature of the algorithm definitely contributes to its speed of execution. Finally, the recovery is as simple as in the synchronous approach. About message complexity the initiator process broadcasts M(C) only once. So the message complexity is O(n).
Performance
In order to assess the algorithm we present. We use the following notations to compare our algorithm with some of the most notable algorithms in this area of research, namely, [1, 15, 16] . The analytical comparison is given in Table 1. In this table, C send is cost of sending a message from one process to another process; C broad is cost of broadcasting a message to all processes; N min is the number of processes that need to take checkpoints; n is the total number of processes in the system; Yes 3* C broad literature [15] No 2* N min * C send + min(N min * C send , C broad ) literature [16] Yes 2* C broad + n* C send Our algorithm No C broad In Table 1 , the second column is about blocking. In literature [1, 16] , the checkpointing algorithm are blocking algorithm. So unless all processes take their permanent checkpoints, any underlying distributed application cannot restart. This character will waist for some blocking time. For literature [15] and our algorithm are no-blocking algorithm. So they need only to zero blocking time. About the control messages cost, because of literature [15] adopt to two phase commit method for gaining to checkpoints. In the first phase a process uses two system messages while taking a tentative checkpoint. So the system message overhead is 2* N min * C send . In the second phase, for the change completed from tentative checkpoints to permanent checkpoints, the message overhead is min(N min * C send , C broad ). So the total overhead is the summation of the above two, that is 2* N min * C send + min(N min * C send , C broad ). In a similar way, the other algorithms' overhead can be explained. Observe that we have a single phase algorithm, and only one type of system message (a request message) is broadcasted. Therefore the total overhead is just equal to C broad . Figure 3 illustrates how the number of control messages (system messages) sent and received by processes is affected by the increase in the number of the processes in the system. In Figure 3 , the average number of gaining to checkpoints for literature [15] is considered being 80% of the total number of processes in the system and C broad is equal to n* C send . When our algorithm compare to literature [15, 16] , the result is show in figure 3 . We observe that the number of control messages does increase in our approach with the number of processes, but it stays smaller compared to other approaches (literature [15, 16] ).
In the condition, the band width between any two processes is 10Mbps, the operation system of computer is Microsoft windows XP and every node contains only one process. We gain the relationship of between the number of processes and the executing time of algorithm, figure 4 shows the result, where the time measurement is microsecond. In figure 4 , we know that the executing time of algorithm almost in range of the scope of milliseconds level. The executing time of algorithm is negligible compares to the running time of the distributed application program. So our algorithm can be apply to the larger-scale distributing application.
Conclusion
In this paper, We have presented a non-blocking coordinated checkpointing algorithm for distributed systems. The noteworthy point of the presented approach is that a process receiving a message does not need to worry whether the received message may become an orphan message or not. It is the responsibility of the sender of the message to make it non orphan message. Thus, processes are able to perform their responsibility independently and simultaneously by just testing their local flags. This inherent parallelism of the algorithm contributes to its speed of execution. Our approach also reduces the number of forced checkpoints to be taken by forcing only those processes which have sent some message(s) after their last checkpoints.
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